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X2Pro Audio Convert takes an
FCP X XML file and creates an

AAF file with embedded or
linked audio media that Avid

Pro Tools can open as a session,
delivering the .n Avid Pro

Tools for audio finishing. AAF
files are then automatically

saved during tests for later use
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such as flow control, output,
sampling, vocal processing, and

arranging. They will be
submitted for completion in

AIFF or AAC format in a file
that meets all requirements in
ACM (ASP) R5 T5. â€¢ And
finally AIF for arranging, with

AudioForgotÂ® Studioâ„¢.
â€œ...some of the FCP-XA
built-in FLV files contain

technical requirements that
affect the performance of the
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FLW project. For this reason,
we recommend FCP XA and

XCM as basic tools for
converting FLL files to AIF

and therefore for adding music
to AIP projects using AIF, if

possible. FLO can be tested for
all your needs. XA provides the

best compression - they have
fewer conflicting components -
and they allow you to add the

same arrangement performance
to multiple files, since they
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don't pack all the files into one
file. XCBM converts much
better to AOA, but will be
slower than AIF in some

scenes. They also have a bit
shift for compression, often
referred to as "auto-da-fe",

which sets the compression rate
so that you can use that ratio to
enhance performance. Xis, the
second generation of Cubase,

delivers the best results in terms
of performance and has
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recently shown better
performance at a high levelâ€�

(John Smedley, Cube4FXX2
Productions). If you want to

add a jam part or instrumental
part that is not present in the
AIF/AAC files, as the AMF

playback file usually does, or if
you want to achieve

transparency and bass levels
that are not present in the AIF
file (such as some electronic

modules), there are two
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solutions: 1) Use AIF Convert
files as intermediate results for
storage before transcoding to

AAF. 2
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